
                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                           

 

What do you ThInK?

  
In this series named “

errors. 

  

Nr. 5 -ROD 

Situation: 

This model, made of 1D rod elements, is set up for a linear static analysis. 

All the properties and materials are defined and assigned correctly, 

conditions

 1.Rod element subjected to axial load

Displacement plot

Displacement :0.121mm

                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                           

What do you ThInK?

series named “

 

ROD element subjected

Situation:  

This model, made of 1D rod elements, is set up for a linear static analysis. 

All the properties and materials are defined and assigned correctly, 

conditions are defined below

element subjected to axial load

Displacement plot 

Displacement :0.121mm

                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                           

What do you ThInK? 

series named “What do you ThInK?

element subjected to axial load & bending load

This model, made of 1D rod elements, is set up for a linear static analysis. 

All the properties and materials are defined and assigned correctly, 

defined below. 

element subjected to axial load

Displacement :0.121mm 

                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                           

What do you ThInK?” we challenge you to find and solve 

to axial load & bending load

This model, made of 1D rod elements, is set up for a linear static analysis. 

All the properties and materials are defined and assigned correctly, 

element subjected to axial load of 100000N.

                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                           

” we challenge you to find and solve 

to axial load & bending load

This model, made of 1D rod elements, is set up for a linear static analysis. 

All the properties and materials are defined and assigned correctly, 

of 100000N. 

                                                                                                                           

” we challenge you to find and solve 

to axial load & bending load.(Optistruct solver)

This model, made of 1D rod elements, is set up for a linear static analysis. 

All the properties and materials are defined and assigned correctly, two different boundary

                                                                                                                           Wednesday, 6

” we challenge you to find and solve model/simulation 

(Optistruct solver) ...

This model, made of 1D rod elements, is set up for a linear static analysis.  

two different boundary

Wednesday, 6
th

 November

model/simulation 

... 

two different boundary 

 

November 2013  

model/simulation 

 

 



                                                                                                  

 

2.Rod element subjected to bending loa

Displacement plot

Displacement :

 

What do you ThInK

What’s wrong? How to solve it? 

Find a likely answer below. 

 

                                                                                                  

element subjected to bending loa

Displacement plot 

Displacement :3.64e

What do you ThInK? 

What’s wrong? How to solve it? 

Find a likely answer below. 

                                                                                                  

element subjected to bending loa

3.64e-10 mm which is

?  

What’s wrong? How to solve it? 

Find a likely answer below.  

                                                                                                  

element subjected to bending load of 100000N.

which is almost negligible or illogical

What’s wrong? How to solve it?  

                                                                                                  

of 100000N. 

almost negligible or illogicalalmost negligible or illogical for 100000N force.for 100000N force.

 

for 100000N force. 

 

 

 



                                                                                                  

What do you ThInK? 

  

Nr. 5 -ROD element 

FEA will show very small displacement, which is negligible. This is because rod element does not 

have required dof to resist vertical force (i.e. to keep the system in equilibrium).

What do yo

To resist the vertical force ΣFy = 0, we need an element which supports translation along Y axis. 

These dofs are supported by Beam and bar elements &

or bar element then one would get correct results.

It is the Responsibility of user to check the solver documentation & establish whether chosen 

element type support such kind of behaviour or not. 

Solution:

For bar element we have to define cross section. Create Hyperbeam

(1-D page

and then assign beam section in the property collector.  

While creating bar element it is imp

orientation in Hyperbeam view. 

                                                                                                  

What do you ThInK? 

ROD element 

FEA will show very small displacement, which is negligible. This is because rod element does not 

have required dof to resist vertical force (i.e. to keep the system in equilibrium).

What do you think, which dofs are required to resist vertical force?

To resist the vertical force ΣFy = 0, we need an element which supports translation along Y axis. 

These dofs are supported by Beam and bar elements &

or bar element then one would get correct results.

It is the Responsibility of user to check the solver documentation & establish whether chosen 

element type support such kind of behaviour or not. 

Solution: 

bar element we have to define cross section. Create Hyperbeam

D pageHyperbeam

and then assign beam section in the property collector.  

While creating bar element it is imp

orientation in Hyperbeam view. 

                                                                                                  

What do you ThInK? - Answers …

ROD element subjected to axial load & bending load. (Optistruct solver) ...

FEA will show very small displacement, which is negligible. This is because rod element does not 

have required dof to resist vertical force (i.e. to keep the system in equilibrium).

u think, which dofs are required to resist vertical force?

To resist the vertical force ΣFy = 0, we need an element which supports translation along Y axis. 

These dofs are supported by Beam and bar elements &

or bar element then one would get correct results.

It is the Responsibility of user to check the solver documentation & establish whether chosen 

element type support such kind of behaviour or not. 

bar element we have to define cross section. Create Hyperbeam

erbeamStandard S

and then assign beam section in the property collector.  

While creating bar element it is imp

orientation in Hyperbeam view. 

                                                                                                  

Answers … 

subjected to axial load & bending load. (Optistruct solver) ...

FEA will show very small displacement, which is negligible. This is because rod element does not 

have required dof to resist vertical force (i.e. to keep the system in equilibrium).

u think, which dofs are required to resist vertical force?

To resist the vertical force ΣFy = 0, we need an element which supports translation along Y axis. 

These dofs are supported by Beam and bar elements &

or bar element then one would get correct results.

It is the Responsibility of user to check the solver documentation & establish whether chosen 

element type support such kind of behaviour or not. 

bar element we have to define cross section. Create Hyperbeam

andard SectionSolid

and then assign beam section in the property collector.  

While creating bar element it is important to give proper

orientation in Hyperbeam view.  

                                                                                                  

subjected to axial load & bending load. (Optistruct solver) ...

FEA will show very small displacement, which is negligible. This is because rod element does not 

have required dof to resist vertical force (i.e. to keep the system in equilibrium).

u think, which dofs are required to resist vertical force?

To resist the vertical force ΣFy = 0, we need an element which supports translation along Y axis. 

These dofs are supported by Beam and bar elements & if the same exercise is repeated with beam 

or bar element then one would get correct results. 

It is the Responsibility of user to check the solver documentation & establish whether chosen 

element type support such kind of behaviour or not.  

bar element we have to define cross section. Create Hyperbeam

onSolid circle Crea

and then assign beam section in the property collector.  

ortant to give proper

subjected to axial load & bending load. (Optistruct solver) ...

FEA will show very small displacement, which is negligible. This is because rod element does not 

have required dof to resist vertical force (i.e. to keep the system in equilibrium).

u think, which dofs are required to resist vertical force? 

To resist the vertical force ΣFy = 0, we need an element which supports translation along Y axis. 

if the same exercise is repeated with beam 

It is the Responsibility of user to check the solver documentation & establish whether chosen 

bar element we have to define cross section. Create Hyperbeam 

cle Create) before c

and then assign beam section in the property collector.   

ortant to give proper orientation

subjected to axial load & bending load. (Optistruct solver) ...

FEA will show very small displacement, which is negligible. This is because rod element does not 

have required dof to resist vertical force (i.e. to keep the system in equilibrium). 

 

To resist the vertical force ΣFy = 0, we need an element which supports translation along Y axis. 

if the same exercise is repeated with beam 

It is the Responsibility of user to check the solver documentation & establish whether chosen 

 

 before creating the p

orientation. User can check the Bar 

subjected to axial load & bending load. (Optistruct solver) ... 

FEA will show very small displacement, which is negligible. This is because rod element does not 

 

To resist the vertical force ΣFy = 0, we need an element which supports translation along Y axis. 

if the same exercise is repeated with beam 

It is the Responsibility of user to check the solver documentation & establish whether chosen 

ting the property coll

. User can check the Bar 

 

FEA will show very small displacement, which is negligible. This is because rod element does not 

 

To resist the vertical force ΣFy = 0, we need an element which supports translation along Y axis.  

if the same exercise is repeated with beam 

It is the Responsibility of user to check the solver documentation & establish whether chosen 

erty collector 

 

. User can check the Bar 



                                                                                                  

Bar element subjected to bending load of 100000N.

Displacement plot

Displacement :4.02mm which is logical with bending behaviour.

OPTISTRUCT

CROD - ROD element that supports only axial forces and torsional moments.

CBAR- BAR element that supports axi

 

 

                                                                                                  

Bar element subjected to bending load of 100000N.

Displacement plot 

Displacement :4.02mm which is logical with bending behaviour.

OPTISTRUCT 

ROD element that supports only axial forces and torsional moments.

BAR element that supports axi

                                                                                                  

Bar element subjected to bending load of 100000N.

Displacement :4.02mm which is logical with bending behaviour.

ROD element that supports only axial forces and torsional moments.

BAR element that supports axi

                                                                                                  

Bar element subjected to bending load of 100000N.

Displacement :4.02mm which is logical with bending behaviour.

ROD element that supports only axial forces and torsional moments.

BAR element that supports axial forces, torsional moments, torsion, bending & twisting.

                                                                                                  

Bar element subjected to bending load of 100000N. 

Displacement :4.02mm which is logical with bending behaviour.

ROD element that supports only axial forces and torsional moments.

al forces, torsional moments, torsion, bending & twisting.

 

Displacement :4.02mm which is logical with bending behaviour. 

ROD element that supports only axial forces and torsional moments.

al forces, torsional moments, torsion, bending & twisting.

ROD element that supports only axial forces and torsional moments. 

al forces, torsional moments, torsion, bending & twisting.al forces, torsional moments, torsion, bending & twisting.

 

 

 

al forces, torsional moments, torsion, bending & twisting. 


